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Macro - Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
Inserted into the complexity of an ancient industrial estate (Peroni Beer) and confronted to 
a historical patrimony, the new Museum is resonating to the existing static condition of the 
site with dynamism, movement and evidence.  The museum represents an important dare 
to break the traditional appoach in building restauration with its relationship between new 









Macro in Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
The rooftop is a landscape, a projection screen for the art passing below, and an abstract art garden. The 
museum is a continuous path that runs fluidly from public to private. By the nature of the flow and 
movement of this space, the exhibition room is also a landscape, but in contrast to the dynamism of the 
surrounding areas, the interior of the exhibition spaces remain neutral, providing an appropriate setting for 
the art.  
Odile Decq 
Macro - Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
Ingresso 
The old and the new, the exhibition spaces and the other activities connected with it are at the same time articulated and specifically 
distinct. In the system of transition in which the new contaminates all around, every part wins a complex clarity and becomes 
attractive. 
Odile Decq 
Macro - Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
Ingresso 
In the architectural work the section reveals the non-visible. In the Museum the section is shown through the translation from horizontal to 
vertical, from inside to outside, from the foyer to the roof-landscape-garden. 
The old and the new, the exhibition spaces and the other activities connected with it are at the same time articulated and specifically distinct.  
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Macro - Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
The roof surface is a landscape. It is a projection surface of the art trail below. It creates an abstract continuity. It’s an abstract art garden. 
This landscape terrace is offered to the visitors of the Museum and to the city. It offers multiples textures under the feet of the visitors: 
roughness, deepness, smooth, softness, density, brightness, mattness. The central volume of running water is there for refreshing the air. 
The roof surface, the terrace,  is an urban passage, and the projection of the artistic path below is transformed into a garden to have a 
continuity with. The landscape terrace becomes a place of calm, freshness and sensual textures. The passage- terrace is a public space 
offered both to visitors and Inhabitants of Rome. Materials used in terrace floor: water, sand, gravels, smooth limestone, gramineous give to 
visitors several feelings such as deepness, roughness, homogeneity, softness, density,  brightness, and opacity, and they are features of the 
panoramic garden, a place of peace and sensorial experience: Thus the museum is  not only a static box, but a dynamic system, containing 
art works, a sort of street in the history of art, wich involves each building of the existing complex, starting from undergroun warehouses till 




Macro - Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
The exhibition room, by its nature and the courses and flux introduced inside is a landscape. The all Museum is as a running space, from the 
public space to the private space to the public space in a continuous fluidity. 
In opposition with the dynamism of the spaces around, the exhibition spaces are perceived as more neutral. They are developed in a non 




Macro - Rome (ITALY) 2001-2010 
From the  main  exposition room  runs a “red zed” so named by the Architect Odile Decq, that crosses the garden , the entrance 
and the roof, and confirms the initial idea of path and dinamism, and at the same time divides the thematic areas of the 
exposition program. A kind of “fil rouge” that drives visitors in the discovery of the museum. 
Macro is a liveable space, a modern square where people can gather , besides in Italy we needed an example  that enhance a new idea of 
Museum . As a matter of fact in Italy people always  consider a museum  a static , boring and didactic place. The design of Decq is able to 
define an attractiveness  demanded to modern museums  in order to converge a huge audience, without contrasting the main activities: 
exopsition and receptivity. 
 
 
